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Read the cult-favorite coming of age story that takes a sometimes heartbreaking, often hysterical,
and always honest look at high school in all its glory. Also a major motion picture starring Logan
Lerman and Emma Watson, The Perks of Being a Wallflower is a funny, touching, and haunting
modern classic.The critically acclaimed debut novel from Stephen Chbosky, Perks follows
observant â€œwallflowerâ€• Charlie as he charts a course through the strange world between
adolescence and adulthood. First dates, family drama, and new friends. Sex, drugs, and The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. Devastating loss, young love, and life on the fringes. Caught between trying to
live his life and trying to run from it, Charlie must learn to navigate those wild and poignant
roller-coaster days known as growing up. A #1 New York Times best seller for more than a year, an
American Library Association Best Book for Young Adults (2000) and Best Book for Reluctant
Readers (2000), and with millions of copies in print, this novel for teen readers (or â€œwallflowersâ€•
of more-advanced age) will make you laugh, cry, and perhaps feel nostalgic for those moments
when you, too, tiptoed onto the dance floor of life.
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I read The Perks of Being a Wallflower, by Stephen Chbosky, in April of my sophomore year at
college. A friend lent it to me and I had read it within twelve hours. This book reaches inside of you
and pulls everything to the surface. It is a beautiful and painful story about a 15 year old boy,
Charlie, moving through his freshmen year of highschool. It is written in letter form to an unknown
friend. Charlie is always completely honest, whether he is describing his first "beer" party where he

witnessed a girl being raped by her boyfriend, or explaining masturbation and his excitement for this
newfound "activity." Charlie is a wallflower who observes people and feels very deeply for the
experiences occuring around him. His favorite Aunt Helen died in a car accident when he was six,
and he holds himself accountable, and his best friend committed suicide a year before he began the
letters. His English teacher realizes Charlie's potential and brilliance and asks him to try and
participate, which Charlie agrees to do. He becomes friends with two seniors Patrick and Samantha
and begins to experience dances, parties, the Rocky Horror Picture Show, pot, love, bad trips and
sexuality. We feel exhilerated when Charlie describes his happy moments, and we are swallowed in
pain when Charlie is overwhelmed by his depression. Charlie's realizations are eye opening for us,
and we are so captivated and immersed in his life that his life and stories become a very real
experience. This book is about moments, and being as much alive within each moment as possible.
It is about looking around us at the world and the people and appreciating that we don't know what
their lives are like, and the pain and happiness that they experience day to day, so we shouldn't
judge them but accept them and appreciate them. A favorite section of this book, for me, was when
Charlie describes the movie It's A Wonderful Life, and how he wished the movie had been about
one of the less heroic characters so the audience could have seen the meaning that this person's
life held. That moment is just one example of Charlie's amazing intuition. This book should not be
limited to a certain "category" of people. I truly believe that it would be understood, appreciated, and
loved by everyone aged 12 (+ or - a few) and up regardless of gender, race, sexuality, etc. This
book changes you, if only for a moment, but you are not the same upon completion, and you
become more appreciative of life then ever.

When I finished The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chybosky, I sat there in a stunned
silence. The book was strongly powerful in a manner that diary or letter style books rarely achieve.
There is usually a sense of implausibility in those types of books that Charlie's character completely
negated. When trying to describe Charlie the mind suddenly reels, he's honest. Completely and
utterly genuine in his perceptions and most of his actions. Charlie is also and emotional basket case
that somehow manages to attract a special group of friends to him. A group of voluntary outcasts
that go through the same problems teenagers face everywhere. Sex, drugs, relationships and
acceptance figure heavily into everyone's lives, despite their personal beliefs on those subjects. I
would like to mention Stephen's portrayal of Patrick, I was pleased to see the sbuject of
homosexuality treated in such a plain manner. It was accepted as a fact and only the feelings
invovled in the situations were important. I would recomment this book to a wide range of people,

old or young, straight or gay, conservative or liberal. It was a pleasure to read and I enjoyed it
immensely.

I bought this book for my 13 year old daughter but wanted to read it first to see if it is appropriate It is
a wonderfully written book in which Charlie, a deeply sensitive boy, finds true friends and learns to
live, to love, to lose, and move on. The author gives this boy a voice and it's magnificent. I so
appreciate Charlie's depth of emotions. I have a sensitive, emotional son and will want him to read
this book in a couple years. Suicide, homosexuality, infatuation, deep deep friendships, finding
yourself and re-finding yourself are all themes in this book. The author captures "moments" of
adolescence -- those incredible high moments that might last just minutes -- and makes them so
real. If only more kids could put a voice to these feelings. One reviewer doesn't think this book
captures adolescence in the 90's -- I don't know because I'm a Mom . . . but I don't care. Charlie
deals with drugs, smoking, drinking, messing up friendships, feeling alone, and uncovers family
problems he has to deal with. And he deals with it as a young man who can stand back, look at it all,
and make decisions about what he has experienced. I want my daughter to read it, maybe now or
maybe in a couple years, for the hope it left me with. Charlie survived being hopelessly in love with
one of his best friends. It hurt and he felt it and it didn't defeat him. With everything thrown at kids in
jr. high and high school this book might just help them survive it a little more intact. I think I'm going
to go talk to my kids right now . . . .
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